
Very few concrete poets have been the subject of an ABBA 
song!  Fernando Aguiar has that honour.  Perhaps not, but it 
would be utterly deserved for his Poems Without Words is a 
masterly book – a delightful, lively, entrancing but also at 
times frustrating collection.  The current book contains 103 
poems created between December 1991 and February 1992.  
For my taste the most appealing are the simple poems: the 
plainer ones in the good sense of plain – unadorned, tight, 
based around a clever concept.  They have resonance and 
reverberation, like stones dropped into a pond sending out 
ripples of tease.  

So, here are some of my reactions.

Take this A for instance. A simple pattern of capital ‘A’s, 
diminishing in size, connecting to each other on their angled 
sides with the displaced ‘holes’ completing the picture, curls 
up and away like a shell spiral, like a Fibonacci curve. It has a 
graceful artistic quality – very easy to look at.  My eyes ask to 
stay on it.  While clever and teasing as it is, the damn thing 
frustrates me into wanting more.  Imagine the variations that 
would come from playing around with this . . . 

Then there is the I within the I.  The self within the self.  The 
‘perpendicular pronoun’.  The outer self on display to the 
world protecting the secret inner self.  The multiple layers of 
self.  The insignificance of my I to the universal I, the concept 
of I, the overwhelming importance of ME.  My little teensy 
weensy ‘me’ compared to my fantasized, imagined, 
magnificent ME.  So many ideas and responses ripple out of 
the page . . . Why not more?  Why not a half a dozen ‘I’s 
snuggling into each other like a set of Russian Matryoshka 
dolls?  Ah, the frustration born of wanting more!

And what of these ‘H’s?  The scaffolding building a cathedral 
to the Highest?  Is H a composite, an accretion of other ‘H’s?   
And why two of them?  Prediction of the World Trade Centre 
attack?  

Fernando Aguiar uses these techniques – a letter filled with its 
own or other letters and the accretion of diminishing sizes of 
the same letter – to great effect in his ‘K’ series of poems.  
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My scanner has 
reproduced these pieces 
a little blurry – they are 
crisp in the book.



There are so many good creations in this book that I could go 
on for a long time giving examples.  However, there is a 
genuine sense in which any amount of rambling by me is no 
substitute for laying the works before you so that you can 
assess your own responses.  You’ll have to buy the book.  
There is much mental excitement awaiting you!

I have to say that a few pieces leave me a little flat, a little 
head-scratching.  Some seem just a random pattern without 
any discernible rhyme or reason.  They tend to be the more 
‘busy’ ones with more components – the ‘parts’ not so much 
assembled as just laid down.  For example this piece doesn’t 
do much for me.  Its components could quite easily be 
otherwise.  Perhaps there is something I’m missing, something
I can’t ‘see’.  Please, don’t go off in a huff, Fernando – that 
sort of thing is just not ‘my dada’!

However, pieces such as (us), (in)ut and ‘1and’ stay with me 
due to the cleverness of the concept.  The frustrating bit for 
me again – they leave me wanting more!  (Perhaps he has 
explored variations of these in other books!)  

Fernando Aguiar’s best works have that glorious quality of 
being simple and complex at the same time. And aesthetically 
graceful!

 Poems Without Words is a fine production.  
 Pale cream paper with a quality feel to it.  
 The glue backed binding has survived many openings 

so far. 
 All pieces are created and printed in stark black, mostly

in a sans-serif, solid font with occasional forays into an
extremely fine curvy one.  

 Dimensions – 14.5 cm x 18 cm x 1.2 cm.  
 Pages are not numbered but obviously more than 103!  

There is plenty of space in the layout.  Never cramped 
– generous and easy to read.

 Contains a few photographs of large outdoor displays.  

This is a small print run of 120.  The publisher tells me there 
are still a few left so get in before they’re all gone.  
Considering Aguiar’s international reputation the book is 
definitely destined to sell out.  Soon. 

Australian cost was a mere $33 into my letterbox all the way 
from Sweden!   

If you are not yet familiar with Timglaset Editions look them 
up on the www.  

For what my opinion is worth – very highly recommended.


